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The Crisis of 1816/17: Replacing Redemptioners with Passengers on the Atlantic

The aftermath of the 1816/17 migration of Germans to Philadelphia fundamentally re-shaped the future of migration between German Europe, indeed continental Europe, and the United States. It was this episode that brought an abrupt end to the redemptioner system of migration between the German states and North America, and which ultimately paved the way for competitive passenger systems of the 19th century. On the European side, the crisis produced legislation across the continent and its ports that excluded those unable to pay for their passage to America, effectively ending the supply of redemptioners themselves. On the American side, the crisis was followed by a number of contextual factors that damaged demand for redemptioner labour among any who still tried, within the confines of new legal structures, to reproduce the system. From 1818 onwards, the prospects of selling redemptioner labour in the United States were dubious. Economic conditions were deteriorating, and convoluted attempts at sale of redemptioner labour in territories where it was not a labour institution were problematic. The system that had been fundamental for German passage to America for three generations, was over. When German emigration began to re-emerge in the late 1820s, a succession of subsequent legal parameters were put in place in Atlantic ports that proved decisive in ensuring that paying passengers would be the only realistic option for ship owners from the 1820s onwards. This paper examines these factors, exploring for the first time the legislative endeavours across Europe in the dozen years after the crisis that transformed transit from its 18th century conventions to its 19th century model.
Legislation, 1817

The factors that caused the 1816–17 emigration crisis from German Europe are far better explored than the factors which ended that movement. Weather extremes, post-Napoleonic economic hardship, war-weariness, religious connections and recruiting activity have all been examined.\(^1\) The reasons for the movement ending are sometimes less specific. The general lack of shipping in comparison to the volume of migrants, leading to failure and their destitute return home from around mid-1817, is sometimes cited.\(^2\) The general expending of migratory energy by mid-1817 and improved harvests that year and the following are also mentioned. Some literature, however, mentions the enforcement of Dutch legislation in June 1817 as a significant factor. In fact, when examined in light of the migration flow, this legislation appears to be decisive. Faced with an escalating humanitarian crisis in Amsterdam, on 12 June 1817, Dutch authorities began to enforce legislation that required migrants to have a valid contract in hand, with a ‘reputable Dutch shipper’ if individuals were to gain entry at the border.\(^3\) The strength of the Dutch legislation was reinforced by Prussian legislation—covering the tract of land between the Netherlands and the emigration states of Baden and Württemberg—which denied south Germans transit through Prussian territory unless they had sufficient cash and official passports.\(^4\) Migrant testimony from mid-June attests to the enforcement of border rules, with 200 Gulden in cash required per adult creating a major blockage on the path to the Netherlands.\(^5\) From February to May 1817 there had been 1,290 declared departures for the USA on average each month from Württemberg. In June, at the mid-point of which the Dutch border closed to unorganised emigration, that number almost precisely halved, to 640.\(^6\) By July, departures had virtually ceased, numbering just 30.\(^7\) After that, the authorities stopped recording the event.

Reserves of emigrants and their abuse in Amsterdam

The timing of border legislation in mid-June 1817 thus appears to be the most immediate cause for the cessation of departures out of Baden and Württemberg, the two states which had provided the bulk of emigrants during the crisis.\(^8\) It was the beginning of the end of the crisis, and the system—redemptioner passage on credit—upon which the migration surge had been based.\(^9\) This legislation did not, however, solve the immediate problem of those who were still stranded in Amsterdam, who had largely expended their credit, and were in dire conditions. The worst abuses of the crisis, in terms of vessel overcrowding and under-provisioning were reserved for mid 1817
onwards, in cases such as the ships *Hope* and *April*, and were testament to the desperation of those who had become stranded, and the unscrupulous practices of those exploiting that desperation.

There were also effects of the Dutch legislation further afield. Once Dutch ports became difficult to access without pre-arranged passage contracts or cash, migrants began to seek other alternatives. As Andrew Zonderman has pointed out, in the later 18th century, Hamburg had begun to engage in redemptioner trading and it was to this port that groups of Württembergers began to drift in order to seek available ships. On July 23, 1818, Hamburg authorities reacted by reiterating mandates first issued in 1792, and then 1795, that ‘groups arriving here by land or water seeking emigration will not be admitted, but returned to the border’.\(^9\) For urban authorities in north European ports, the crisis of 1816/17 was a crisis of unsupported foreign aliens, and that crisis had caused authorities in principal departure ports to seal off entry for speculative emigration.

Such legislation was by no means novel. When flows of redemptioner traffic had originally begun to increase in the late 1730s, Dutch authorities had implemented a series of measures to ensure that unsponsored aliens did not arrive en-masse in the Netherlands. By 1738, arriving migrants had to provide the name of a merchant who would stand as surety for their stay in the Netherlands. Organising brokers of the redemptioner trade arranged for passes to be given out by the thousand at the border in order to comply with this rule.\(^11\) The critical difference between 1816/17 and the peak of the redemptioner trade between the 1730s and 1760s was that the final episode was entirely ad-hoc, and lacked the organisational oversight of large scale commercial brokers. The persistent traders of the mid 18th century were gone, and with them, so had the maintenance (and enforcement) of transit structures. In 1816 and 1817, whilst some merchants and boatmen offered to bring passengers directly to a waiting vessel, many recruiters and Rhine river shippers simply offered to take people into the Netherlands, where they might then try their luck in seeking passage with any captain who would take them.\(^12\) Some recruiters offered tickets for vessels in Amsterdam that didn’t even exist.\(^13\) Because the border enforcement and legal framework of transit migration had atrophied in the intervening generations, this speculative approach ‘worked’ (at least for Rhine boatmen) until active measures were taken in June 1817. The precedent of renewed legislation and of the 1816/17 crisis experience then lead to short-lived attempts at rejuvenating organised redemptioner passages. These were critically undermined by developments across the Atlantic.
Last Attempts

In 1818, the American economy entered a period of recession, as the post-war boom in import-export exchange with Europe, particularly Britain, swung to bust as a result of financial speculation.\(^{14}\) In well-developed regions such as Pennsylvania, which had absorbed the first waves of German emigrants in 1816 and 1817, and which were well-exposed to economic fluctuations, labour demand slowed. From 1818, whilst the sale of female house servants in Philadelphia persisted, the sale of redemptioners as rural labour in the back country had slowed.\(^{15}\) The sale of redemptioners beyond Pennsylvania became more common, and more complicated. Sales of German redemptioner contracts spread into the surrounding states of New York, Ohio, New Jersey and Maryland, but also spread as far afield as Virginia, North Carolina and Alabama territory.\(^{16}\) These sales were often the result of ‘soul driving’, wherein batches of labour contracts were bought at the harbourside and large groups driven into territories further afield to be sold at higher prices.\(^{17}\) On occasion, as was the case in frontier Ohio, a well-organised system of redemptioner use, organised around German immigrant entrepreneurs, worked.\(^{18}\) However, away from the well-developed customs of Pennsylvania, where redemptioner labour had long functioned as an informal economic institution, the selling of contracts often proved difficult. The German Society of Maryland was at pains to demonstrate that redemptioner labour had no formal legal basis, other than the financial debt owed by the passenger, which could be obviated through claims of insolvency at a debtors court.\(^{19}\) Whilst many emigrants lacked the legal representation to pursue such a course, some simply refused to honour contracts, and found that courts ruled in their favour, as happened with a group of 22 redemptioners when attempts were made to sell their labour in Tennessee, a state with little precedent for the model.\(^{20}\)

Within the context of changing European law, these conditions were important. Because the reinstatement of European port laws effectively closed speculative redemptioner debarkations from mid-1817 onwards, once the well of available passengers in port had finally dried up, attempts to get credit-based passengers on to vessels required significant sponsorship, in order to cover transit conditions. However, the changing market and legal contexts in the U.S. often rendered these more organised attempts ruinous. In 1819, 385 Württembergers travelled from Antwerp to Philadelphia under a credit arrangement with private investors. They refused to sign indentures, rendering their promissory notes worthless. The creditors lost 4,000 dollars and were ruined.\(^{21}\) This was one case among many. Investors like Ludwig Gall from Trier on the Moselle, and Ferdinand Ernst, the former owner of a large estate near Hannover, had paid the passages of 15 and 94 people, respectively,
also in 1819. Upon arrival in Philadelphia, Gall’s prospective servants found themselves surrounded by a group of German Americans who told them they were “free as the air,” because their contracts possessed no validity under U.S. law. Gall was forced to return to Germany.

Further disasters occurred during attempts to sell redemptioner labour in New Orleans in 1820 and 1821. Compounding these difficulties were expensive new legislative requirements created by the U.S. passenger Act of 1819. A direct reaction of the destitution and public burden that vessels such as the *Hope* had caused, the legislation was designed to improve sanitary conditions and limit abuses of arriving migrants. Passed on 2nd March, 1819, the Act stipulated that a ship must not carry more than 2 passengers per 5 tonnes burthen. The passenger laws also stipulated the level of provisions that a vessel had to carry, with captains fined the amount of $3 per passenger per day—payable to the passenger—for the duration of time that any passenger was placed on ration. Whilst U.S. enforcement of the law was not necessarily stringent, its conditions would soon become an important element in European shipping strategies.

For European ship brokers, the incentive to carry redemptioner labour after 1817 had disappeared. Organised attempts to provision ships and pay captains to transport migrants became a high risk strategy, because the sale of redemptioner labour in the U.S. was a dubious prospect, and the moneys fronted per passenger to get them across borders and on to ships might not be recovered.

The New Legal Form of Migration

The next time European emigration began to surge, further tightening of laws ensured that there would be no opportunity to carry passengers on credit at all. The legal steps taken in 1817, 1818 and 1819 set a precedent for successive legislative measures across Europe over the next dozen years which further tightened access to major ports to those with the ability to pay for their emigration at the point of departure. One by one, all major border crossings and ports providing German migrants with access to the Atlantic erected significant monetary and ticketing stipulations regarding through-migration and port access. Once this became the case, for recruiters and shippers, there was no further incentive to construct credit-based contract systems for German emigrants. If legal parameters made sure that only paying customers could begin the migration process, the onus for business became the sale of valid tickets in the hinterland, at or near the point of departure - a critical model in 19th century emigrant shipping. Indentured labour did not, of course, disappear as a supply mechanism in some areas of the U.S. and
among other ethnic groups, particularly east Asian labour into California, but for German migrants and European shippers, a dozen years of legislation that followed the shock of 1816-17 would determine the shape and practice of new passenger transit for the coming century.

Once the post war economic and ecological shocks of the 1816/17 period had receded, the demand for emigration slowed for much of the next decade. However, in 1828, migration again suddenly arose from south west German states, notably Württemberg, where successive heavy harvests had initially allowed the peasant economy to recover, but subsequently created low price levels that led to high numbers of farm insolvencies. The revolutionary foment of 1830 and further economic difficulty then accelerated emigration into a distinct movement, becoming a surge from multiple German regions in 1832. Authorities in states across Europe reacted immediately with a raft of measures that combined and tightened the key elements of exclusive legislation enacted in 1817 and 1818, creating highly stringent criteria for would-be migrants who intended to access the United States.

The Legal form of New Migration

In 1828, at the first sign of renewed movement, officials in the Netherlands instated a new, stringent law, requiring a fully paid ticket for the entire Atlantic passage, in hand, at the Dutch border, alongside a passport and a certificate from the Dutch consul within the migrants’ home territory. The requirement of a paid ticket was a significant moment in the history of the European migrant business. It became a standard stipulation in all major continental ports, and meant that brokers had to have agents and ticketing offices placed within migrant communities and regions in order to retail tickets and organise the attendant official paperwork. In future, the organisation and capture of emigrant business would require emigrant brokerages as formal businesses, stationed at nodal points in the migration route.

During the late 1820s, the French port of Le Havre also emerged as viable outlet for south west German migrants to the New World. The port was the major continental entrepôt for American cotton, and ran a regular trade between New Orleans, New York and France. As the French textile industry developed in Alsace, empty cotton wagons returning to port became a favourable trail for German emigrants in the neighbouring Palatinate, Baden and Württemberg. As emigration accelerated, the potential problem of destitute migrants becoming stranded in France began to worry the French Minister of the Interior. In 1830, he sent circulars to consuls in regions of out-migration stipulating that U.S.-bound migrants needed a visa from the
French consul, which could only be obtained if the applicant possessed 200 Florins (fl). In 1836 this was amount was doubled to 400, and 200 for children, and, on top of cash, border entry also mandated possession of a ticket in-hand, as with Dutch legislation.

In 1832 Bremen followed the same pattern. The 1832 ‘Conditions for Passengers to the United States of America’ stipulated that ‘only passengers who have their passage money in cash, and have paid ticket deposits . . . will be accepted,’ whilst those not meeting these criteria would be ‘immediately sent back to their homeland’. The amount of cash was stated as 244 Florins per emigrating adult, and 100fl per child, meaning that a family of 4 would need 688fl in cash to enter the port, a sum of money that, left in reserve after all transit costs from home to harbour, excluded all but the most solvent potential migrants. These sums were notably higher than actual ticket prices, typically 70–80fl, and would thus meet the post-1817 assurance that migrants would not become public charges in the port. In 1832, Hamburg once again re-iterated its legislation banning migrant from entering the city in groups, a strategy which was designed to reduce transiting individuals to a trickle.

**Future Directions**

The implementation of post-1817 laws served different strategic purposes for the ports in which they were enacted. For ports such as Hamburg, which had a flourishing trade with Britain, they were designed only as exclusive measures, with no great interest existing in emigration. Similarly in the Netherlands, where trade was concentrated on domestic connections with the East Indies, the laws were exclusive measures against a trade in which there was little local interest. The French laws were a symbol of both restriction and indifference. However, whilst some maintained their policies as purely exclusive measures, others recognised what the new requirements represented. If migrants entering ports were solvent, with cash and tickets in hand, they represented a tremendous business opportunity. As Torsten Feys has demonstrated, it was in those port cities that combined efforts to exclude insolvent migrants, whilst cultivating the business of solvent, paying customers, that a new boom in migrant shipping arose, determining the routing and structure of the European passenger trade, and of the German American immigrant. The exemplar of this tactic was the city of Bremen. It was followed by Antwerp, and, eventually, Hamburg.

The Bremen laws of 1832 were focused not only on vessel regulation, but famously provided regulation for the entire passenger trade. Consciously modelled after the 1819 U.S. Passenger Act, the bremische laws held shippers
to the condition of 2 passengers per 5 tons, with sufficient, free provisions in food and water to last 90 days at sea. This was comfortable redundancy on an average voyage time of 60 days. Recognising that emigration was a growing trade, and that the city’s new deep water dock at Bremerhaven had proven immediately popular with migrants from 1830, the legislation was designed to give the port a competitive edge in the growing trade. Moreover, in order to organise the transit, paperwork and financial readiness of potential migrants, the city authorities were the first to comprehend the advantage and logic of placing emigration brokerages at significant points in the German interior. By 1832 brokerages for bremische shippers were already open in Frankfurt, Darmstadt, Gießen, Mosbach am Neckar, Karlsruhe and Stuttgart, with early advertising and co-ordination spearheaded by the broker Carl Traub and merchant shipper C.L. Wenk. The subsequent success of Bremen in the German migrant trade need not be told here, but it is important to note that where Bremen’s lead in passenger care was followed, most notably Antwerp in the later 1840s, and in Hamburg through the private endeavours of the Hamburg Amerika Line [HAPAG] from 1847, large flows of emigration were subsequently directed. The example of HAPAG was especially important. By-passing the city’s still-out-dated laws which did not care for migrants, HAPAG’s guaranteed superior treatment, whilst adopting the pre-paid ticketing model—organized through rural brokerages—marked the point at which state legislation emanating from 1817 had fully evolved into private market practice shaping emigration commerce. Put another way, the market had adopted legal parameters as best practice, and used those parameters to pursue business.

Historiographically, the enforcement of post-1817 German migrant legislation is often questioned. It is unclear how stringently borders were enforced, and there is evidence of clandestine smuggling which allowed individuals and families to circumvent rules and necessary paperwork, especially for Le Havre. However, it was clearly in the interests of ship owners, and port cities themselves, that the rules were generally observed. In-land brokerages ensured guaranteed paying custom for shippers, and individuals reaching ports with cash reserves represented an excellent market for local services, a situation heavily capitalised upon in Bremen. In simple business terms, it made far greater sense for the industry to operate on the right side of the law rather than the wrong side of it. It is perhaps not at all coincidental that German immigration to America from around 1830 to 1845 is historically classed as the ’middle-class’ generation of immigrants, constituted of small landowning classes of the South West, and the individual adult emigrant from the North West, who later remitted funds for his family. In short, it was a generation that necessarily had the means to pay for
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migration, a product of the changed environment produced by the aftermath of 1817. Empirical data in the case-study village of Ölbronn, discussed later in this volume by Konstantin Huber, shows how sharp the contrast became. Beyond this generation, remittances and assisted emigration (especially in the crisis era of 1846–54) rapidly re-opened opportunities for emigration among poorer elements of society, which had otherwise closed with the redemptioner system.

One of the most critical legacies of the 1816–17 crisis was thus to fundamentally transform the way in which German immigrants reached America. The humanitarian crisis in the Netherlands in the middle of 1817 inspired a series of legislative measures over the next decade and half that not only ended the 18th century model of transportation, but determined the lines within which 19th century passage would operate. The problem of thousands of destitute migrants in Amsterdam in 1817 caused a re-iteration of old laws that were designed to prevent the ad-hoc arrangement of speculative passage on credit. Deteriorating relations between the Netherlands and Prussia, through which access to the Low Countries was gained, caused Prussia to instigate cash border stipulations that would become a fundamental element in European cross-border transit over the following years. The destitution with which the highly exploited migrants of late 1817 and 1818 reached the U.S. caused the American government to regulate the immigrant trade for the first time in 1819, drafting legislation that would soon provide a standard for competitive shipping. The economic fall-out of the post-war era then made convoluted attempts to continue redemptioner sales unprofitable. Even when conditions in the U.S. recovered, there was no incentive to re-create any complex, credit-based trade, because when migration re-emerged between 1828 and 1832, European ports quickly reacted by tightening laws that ensured migrants would be solvent, fare-paying customers. These laws were a boon to ports such as Bremen that grasped the commercial opportunities of the changed trade. Ironically, it was here, on the European side, in Bremen and Bremerhaven, that the U.S. passenger Act of 1819 had its greatest impact, by setting the bar in a ‘race to the top’ in shipping standards. The answer to why the German redemptioner trade ended, is that transit laws across Europe from 1817 onward made it very difficult for the insolvent to reach ports, and American conditions in 1818–19 made it a ruinous commercial risk to help them do so.

These legislative measures, between 1817 and 1832, not only prevented the re-occurrences of the redemptioner trade, but had far reaching consequences for the system of international migration from continental Europe. They determined the socio-economic makeup of the next generation of German immigrants into the United States. Those that followed predecessors from
1817 were far more likely to be farmers than disenfranchised tradesmen and labourers, who had typically made use of the credit-based redemptioner system. As the networks of migration between the German states and U.S. bloomed, most migrants were those that had capital assets to sell. This was less the case for North West German migrants, departing from 1832 onwards, but even here, solvency was necessary. The consequences of this selectivity upon German settlement patterns in the United States remains an important and largely untested line of enquiry.

Of critical significance to wider European emigration was the logistical arrangement of emigration that the new laws necessitated. Emigrant brokerages and agencies were required in hubs of outmigration to ensure that emigrants could make it to port and provide custom for those outfitting ships. This meant, typically, the pre-sale of tickets for the entirety of the ocean passage, which could be used to obviate border stipulations, as well as the arrangement of requisite passport and consular paperwork. A major commercial industry of migration management and advertising was thus inaugurated. Whilst individual agents operating on behalf of brokerages continued to proliferate, as they had in the redemptioner era, their activity was necessarily tied back to shipping industry via the co-ordinating brokerage, which acted as the intermediary between the two. This became the critical structural feature of the commerce of migration across the continent, spreading from the German lands to central and eastern Europe.

The crisis of 1816–17 is an episode that has proved a fertile ground for the study of various factors in German-American migration—the organisation and civic management of contemporary German rulers, the role of adaptability to climate pressure, the role of recruiters in migration, the parallel conditions between European and American economies in the years beyond Napoleon, and the experience of ship owners during a boom period of crisis migration.

It also provides coherent explanations for the transformation of German and continental transit systems from the 18th century model to the 19th, and provides a historical reference point for how international management of migration systems has evolved and occurred in the past. As such, it continues to be a fascinating moment in German-American history from which we can continue to learn useful lessons, not only about historic system change, but for similarly crucial moments in the history of mobility, up to the present day.
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